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10. Kidd three double Kidd is an outstanding defender, not only scoring, assists, rebounds is also very good. 19 years of his career,
Kidd averaged 12.6 points, 8.7 assists, 6.3 rebounds, he had 16 consecutive seasons will get at least 1 times "three double". In the
history of the NBA, this is a record that no one can be the enemy. Kidd, a total of 12091 assists and 2684 steals in the history of the
NBA after Stockton came in second place. His career took 8725 rebounds, the figure in all the defenders ranks first. Career totals for
107 triple double, in the history of the third column. In the playoffs three double list, Kidd 11, ranked second. The first is a magician, he
appeared in the playoffs 30 times three. Video: please see the original 9. Griffin of the dunk Violence Aestheticssince Vince Carter
gets old, no one who will make for the dunk because boiling in the world. But Griffin is such a guy. Whether he tried to complete the
action can succeed, can make a lot of people's blood pressure rose rapidly. He always like a supercar, at the starting line screaming,
the tachometer continuous approximation to the red line, waiting for flying instruction to a, rub a triumph in the skies. < p > this guy
definitely changed many people view of the dunk, he is wandering in all previous dunk athletes guy -- bickart more powerful, than
James and momentum, ahead of Shaquille O'Neal for basket raging degree is not high, than Howard figure far more. At this height,
so flying dunk, can let me think of "King kong". Dude, I don't mean any racial discrimination, but I really admire his strength. That
feeling is wonderful. Video: please check the original 8. Iverson crossover extraordinary < p > even retired, memories of Allen
Iverson, stay forever in the sunny summer: with 27 injuries AI a cross step variable to shake down around their tyronn Lue defense,
firmly hit the ball across lying Lou on the ground, side is dull to stop Kobe Bryant and Shaquille O'Neal. for the vast majority of 80 fans,
could not find a more perfect than the basketball moment. When the mean fans put forward such requirements for Iverson, but he just
forgot to a height of 1.8 meters, weighing more than 70 kilograms of dwarves. But such a basketball little fighter, but for the fans the
most romantic memories: AI like a man. About people, Americans use the word "Crossover" can be understood as cross-border,
cross. Basketball every fight is like a war, and throw off opponents represents victory. Iverson said: "only I can make myself stop." But
with a bitter face before the Lakers assistant coach Winters in an interview in the 2001 finals, as a fan of AI. "He"
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